Pneumatic Hand Truck

This 4-ply rating tire with offset hub is the perfect answer for all your hand truck replacement needs.

Features
- Black Pneumatic tires feature non-marking floor protection
- Full pneumatics cushion the load on air, just like an automobile tire
- Smoother ride over rough floors
- Load capacities up to 350 lbs per tire
- Wheels can be filled with urethane foam to make them deflation proof, but foam has no effect on capacity ... consult Albion for additional information

Semi-Pneumatic Hand Truck

These shock absorbing pneumatic wheels have no inflation problems, because they are not pressurized. All bearings are pressure lubricated, except the 6" diameter wheels, which must be lubricated through the hollow axle. Wheel core can be dark grey or white depending on size ordered.

Features
- Black Pneumatic tires feature non-marking floor protection
- Semi-pneumatics cushion ... no need to refill air pressure
- Smoother ride over rough floors
- Load capacities up to 540 lbs per tire